COS 124-3 - Age-dependent leaf function and consequences for carbon uptake of leaves, branches, and the canopy during the dry season in an Amazon evergreen forest
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Background/Question/Methods

Many tropical evergreen forests experience wet and dry seasons, but the implications of this seasonality for patterns of individual and ecosystem scale metabolism are unclear. Satellite and tower-based metrics of forest-scale photosynthesis generally increase with dry season progression across the equatorial Amazon, but ecosystem models poorly describe this phenomenon and the underlying mechanisms...
promoting this from individual tree function to the ecosystem flux are uncertain. A current hypothesis is that leaf phenology drives this ecosystem level increase through a combination of high dry season leaf turnover (which increases the proportion of recently matured leaves within the canopy), and age-dependent leaf photosynthesis (which attributes highest photosynthetic capacity to these recently matured leaves). To test this hypothesis at the individual tree scale, we investigated age-dependent leaf physiology and seasonal shifts in leaf demography for five canopy trees representing abundant species in the Tapajós National Forest, Brazil. We monitored leaf demography (leaf age composition) of branches collected from five canopy trees. We assessed how leaf physiology varies with leaf age via biochemical limitations on photosynthesis and leaf chemistry for leaves of different ages. We used log response ratios to estimate the overall effect of leaf age for these variables.

**Results/Conclusions**

We found that photosynthetic capacity, as indicated by parameters of biochemical limitations on photosynthesis ($V_{cmax}$, $J_{max}$, and TPU), was higher in recently matured leaves than either young or old leaves. For example, $V_{cmax}$ of mature leaves was on average ~60% greater than that of young leaves ($z = 7.47, p < 0.01$), and ~46% greater than that of old leaves ($z = 3.44, p <0.01$). Leaf nitrogen content was higher in mature leaves than old leaves ($z = 8.67, p <0.01$). Most tree branches had several different leaf age cohorts simultaneously present, and the number of recently mature leaves on branches of our five study trees increased as the dry season progressed (pre October 15 versus post October 15: $z = -2.97, p < 0.01$), as old leaves were exchanged for young leaves that matured. Together, these findings suggest that aggregated whole-branch $V_{cmax}$ increases during the dry season, with a magnitude consistent with increases in ecosystem-scale photosynthetic capacity observed from flux towers. Interaction between ontogenetic changes in leaves and their fractional composition within the canopy should be considered in the representation of tropical evergreen forest canopy dynamics in land surface models.